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In light of current developments in modelling, and with the aim of reinvigorating debates around the potentiality of the architectural model – its
philosophies, technologies and futures – this issue of AD examines how the model has developed to become an immersive worldbuilding
machine. Worldbuilding is the creation of imaginary worlds through forms of cultural production. Although this discourse began with an
analysis of imaginary places constructed in works of literature, it has evolved to encompass worlds from fields such as cinema, games,
design, landscape, urbanism and architecture. Worldbuilding differs from the notion of worldmaking, which deals with how speculative
thinking can influence the construction of the phenomenal world. As architects postulate ever-increasingly complex world models from which
to draw inspiration and inform their practice, questions of scale, representation and collaboration emerge. Discussed through a range of
articles from acclaimed international contributors in the fields of both architecture and media studies, this issue explores how the architectural
model is situated between concepts of worldbuilding and worldmaking – in the creative space of worldmodelling. Contributors: Kathy Battista,
Thea Brejzek and Lawrence Wallen, Pascal Bronner and Thomas Hillier, Mark Cousins, James A Craig and Matt Ozga-Lawn, Kate Davies,
Ryan Dillon, Christian Hubert, Chad Randl, Theodore Spyropoulos, and Mark JP Wolf. Featured architects: Phil Ayres, FleaFolly Architects,
Minimaforms, and Stasus.
Als Richard Duke sein Buch "Gaming: The Future's Language" 1974 veröffentlichte, war er ein Pionier für die Entwicklung und Anwendung
von Planspielen in Politik, Strategieentwicklung und Management. Das Buch wurde zu einem viel zitierten Standardwerk. 2014 feiert die von
Richard D. Duke gegründete International Simulation and Gaming Association (ISAGA) ihr 45-jähriges Bestehen. Gleichzeitig legt Richard D.
Duke eine überarbeitete Auflage seines Klassikers vor.
This book, written by an international team of prominent authors, gathers the latest developments in mobile technologies for the acquisition,
management, analysis and sharing of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) in the context of Earth observation. It is divided into three
parts, the first of which presents case studies on the implementation of VGI for Earth observation, discusses the characteristics of volunteers’
engagement in relation with their expertise and motivation, analyzes the tasks they are called upon to perform, and examines the available
tools for developing VGI. In turn, the second part introduces readers to essential methods, techniques and algorithms used to develop mobile
information systems based on VGI for distinct Earth observation tasks, while the last part focuses on the drawbacks and limitations of VGI
with regard to the above-mentioned tasks and proposes innovative methods and techniques to help overcome them. Given its breadth of
coverage, the book offers a comprehensive, practice-oriented reference guide for researchers and practitioners in the field of geo-information
management.
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide not only of the Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large cities,
but other classifications that will be found useful wherever he may be. Also facts and information that the Negro Motorist can use and depend
upon. There are thousands of places that the public doesn't know about and aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so send in their
names and addresses and the kind of business, so that we might pass it along to the rest of your fellow Motorists. You will find it handy on
your travels, whether at home or in some other state, and is up to date. Each year we are compiling new lists as some of these places move,
or go out of business and new business places are started giving added employment to members of our race.
A Wall Street Journal besteller and a USA Today Best Book of 2020! Named Energy Writer of the Year for The New Map by the American
Energy Society Pulitzer Prize-winning author and global energy expert, Daniel Yergin offers a revelatory new account of how energy
revolutions, climate battles, and geopolitics are mapping our future The world is being shaken by the collision of energy, climate change, and
the clashing power of nations in a time of global crisis. Out of this tumult is emerging a new map of energy and geopolitics. The “shale
revolution” in oil and gas has transformed the American economy, ending the “era of shortage” but introducing a turbulent new era. Almost
overnight, the United States has become the world's number one energy powerhouse. Yet concern about energy's role in climate change is
challenging the global economy and way of life, accelerating a second energy revolution in the search for a low-carbon future. All of this has
been made starker and more urgent by the coronavirus pandemic and the economic dark age that it has wrought. World politics is being
upended, as a new cold war develops between the United States and China, and the rivalry grows more dangerous with Russia, which is
pivoting east toward Beijing. Vladimir Putin and China's Xi Jinping are converging both on energy and on challenging American leadership, as
China projects its power and influence in all directions. The South China Sea, claimed by China and the world's most critical trade route,
could become the arena where the United States and China directly collide. The map of the Middle East, which was laid down after World
War I, is being challenged by jihadists, revolutionary Iran, ethnic and religious clashes, and restive populations. But the region has also been
shocked by the two recent oil price collapses--and by the very question of oil's future in the rest of this century. A master storyteller and global
energy expert, Daniel Yergin takes the reader on an utterly riveting and timely journey across the world's new map. He illuminates the great
energy and geopolitical questions in an era of rising political turbulence and points to the profound challenges that lie ahead.
"Contributes to a re-evaluation of how project activity is conceptualised and managed and demonstrates how the principles of social network
analysis are applied as a smarter way of managing complex projects"-From one of America’s most popular short story writers and an Academy Award nominee: the O. Henry Award–winning tale that inspired the
movie The Hunt. A subject of mysterious rumors and superstition, the deserted Caribbean Island was shrouded in an air of peril. To Sanger
Rainsford, who fell off a yacht and washed up on its shores, the abandoned isle was a welcome paradise. But unknown to the big-game
hunter, a predator lurked in its lush jungles—one more dangerous than any he had ever encountered: a human. First published in 1924, this
suspenseful tale “has inspired serial killers, films and stirred controversy in schools. A century on, the story continues to thrill” (The
Telegraph). “[A] tense, relentless story of man-against-man adventure, in which the hunter Sanger Rainsford learns, at the hands of General
Zaroff, what it means to be hunted.” —Criterion

• New York Times bestseller • The 100 most substantive solutions to reverse global warming, based on meticulous research by
leading scientists and policymakers around the world “At this point in time, the Drawdown book is exactly what is needed; a
credible, conservative solution-by-solution narrative that we can do it. Reading it is an effective inoculation against the widespread
perception of doom that humanity cannot and will not solve the climate crisis. Reported by-effects include increased determination
and a sense of grounded hope.” —Per Espen Stoknes, Author, What We Think About When We Try Not To Think About Global
Warming “There’s been no real way for ordinary people to get an understanding of what they can do and what impact it can have.
There remains no single, comprehensive, reliable compendium of carbon-reduction solutions across sectors. At least until now. . . .
The public is hungry for this kind of practical wisdom.” —David Roberts, Vox “This is the ideal environmental sciences
textbook—only it is too interesting and inspiring to be called a textbook.” —Peter Kareiva, Director of the Institute of the Environment
and Sustainability, UCLA In the face of widespread fear and apathy, an international coalition of researchers, professionals, and
scientists have come together to offer a set of realistic and bold solutions to climate change. One hundred techniques and
practices are described here—some are well known; some you may have never heard of. They range from clean energy to
educating girls in lower-income countries to land use practices that pull carbon out of the air. The solutions exist, are economically
viable, and communities throughout the world are currently enacting them with skill and determination. If deployed collectively on a
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global scale over the next thirty years, they represent a credible path forward, not just to slow the earth’s warming but to reach
drawdown, that point in time when greenhouse gases in the atmosphere peak and begin to decline. These measures promise
cascading benefits to human health, security, prosperity, and well-being—giving us every reason to see this planetary crisis as an
opportunity to create a just and livable world.
This is the first book-length treatment of the unique nature and development of Nietzsche's post-Zarathustran political philosophy.
This later political philosophy is set in the context of the critique of modernity that Nietzsche advances in the years 1885-1888, in
such texts as Beyond Good and Evil, On the Genealogy of Morals, Twilight of the Idols, The Antichrist, The Case of Wagner, and
Ecce Homo. Daniel Conway has written a powerful book about Nietzsche's own appreciation of the limitations of both his writing
style and of his famous prophetic "stance".
How to achieve a happier and healthier game design process by connecting the creative aspects of game design with techniques
for effective project management. This book teaches game designers, aspiring game developers, and game design students how
to take a digital game project from start to finish—from conceptualizing and designing to building, playtesting, and iterating—while
avoiding the uncontrolled overwork known among developers as “crunch.” Written by a legendary game designer, A Playful
Production Process outlines a process that connects the creative aspects of game design with proven techniques for effective
project management. The book outlines four project phases—ideation, preproduction, full production, and post-production—that give
designers and developers the milestones they need to advance from the first glimmerings of an idea to a finished game.
A theoretical and practical guide to integrating human values into the conception and design of digital games. All games express
and embody human values, providing a compelling arena in which we play out beliefs and ideas. “Big ideas” such as justice,
equity, honesty, and cooperation—as well as other kinds of ideas, including violence, exploitation, and greed—may emerge in
games whether designers intend them or not. In this book, Mary Flanagan and Helen Nissenbaum present Values at Play, a
theoretical and practical framework for identifying socially recognized moral and political values in digital games. Values at Play
can also serve as a guide to designers who seek to implement values in the conception and design of their games. After
developing a theoretical foundation for their proposal, Flanagan and Nissenbaum provide detailed examinations of selected
games, demonstrating the many ways in which values are embedded in them. They introduce the Values at Play heuristic, a
systematic approach for incorporating values into the game design process. Interspersed among the book's chapters are texts by
designers who have put Values at Play into practice by accepting values as a design constraint like any other, offering a real-world
perspective on the design challenges involved.
“Drawing inspiration from actor-network theory, science studies, and semiotics, this brilliant book makes us completely rethink the
workings of bureaucracy as analyzed by Max Weber and James Scott. Matthew Hull demonstrates convincingly how the
materiality of signs truly matters for understanding the projects of ‘the state.’” - Katherine Verdery, author of What was Socialism,
and What Comes Next? “We are used to studies of roads and rails as central material infrastructure for the making of modern
states. But what of records, the reams and reams of paper that inscribe the state-in-making? This brilliant book inquires into the
materiality of information in colonial and postcolonial Pakistan. This is a work of signal importance for our understanding of the
everyday graphic artifacts of authority.” - Bill Maurer, author of Mutual Life, Limited: Islamic Banking, Alternative Currencies,
Lateral Reason "This is an excellent and truly exceptional ethnography. Hull presents a theoretically sophisticated and empirically
rich reading that will be an invaluable resource to scholars in the field of Anthropology and South Asian studies. The author’s
focus on bureaucracy, “corruption," writing systems and urban studies (Islamabad) in a post-colonial context makes for a unique
ethnographic engagement with contemporary Pakistan. In addition, Hull’s study is a refreshing voice that breaks the mold of
current representation of Pakistan through the security studies paradigm." - Kamran Asdar Ali, Director, South Asia Institute,
University of Texas
This is a hands-on book about ArcGIS that you work with as much as read. By the end, using Learn ArcGIS lessons, you'll be able
to say you made a story map, conducted geographic analysis, edited geographic data, worked in a 3D web scene, built a 3D
model of Venice, and more.
Investigating the discovery of an extraordinary map of China in Oxford's Bodleian Library that was delivered in 1659 by Mr. Selden,
the author travels halfway around the world to reveal unexpected historical connections that offer insight into the power and
meaning a single map can hold.

Dangerous Theatre records the activities of the various organizations of the Federal Theatre Project involved with
fostering the writing and production of new plays during the FTP's existence (1935-39). It presents a comprehensive and
thorough picture of how playwrights actually worked and how their work was received by general audiences and critics. A
critical perspective is established explaining how, why, and to what extent the aims of the FTP with regard to promoting
new plays were, or were not achieved.
How can we increase awareness and understanding of other cultures using interactive digital visualizations of past
civilizations? In order to answer the above question, this book first examines the needs and requirements of virtual
travelers and virtual tourists. Is there a market for virtual travel? Erik Champion examines the overall success of current
virtual environments, especially the phenomenon of computer gaming. Why are computer games and simulations so
much more successful than other types of virtual environments? Arguments that virtual environments are impeded by
technological constraints or by a paucity of evaluation studies can only be partially correct, for computer games and
simulations are also virtual environments. Many of the underlying issues are caused by a lack of engagement with the
philosophical underpinnings of culture, presence and inhabitation, and there are few exemplars that engage the public
with history and heritage using interactive media in a meaningful and relevant manner. The intention of Playing With the
Past is to help designers and critics understand the issues involved in creating virtual environments that promote and
disseminate historical learning and cultural heritage through a close study of the interactive design principles at work
behind both real and virtual places. Topics discussed include the design of virtual environments, and especially virtual
heritage environments, virtual place-making, cultural presence, the pros and cons of game-style interaction, augmented
reality projects, and appropriate evaluation methods. Virtual heritage environments discussed in the book include projects
from Antarctica, Australia, Mexico, Malta, Egypt, Babylon, the Netherlands, Cambodia, and India.
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In this Second Edition of this radical social history of America from Columbus to the present, Howard Zinn includes
substantial coverage of the Carter, Reagan and Bush years and an Afterword on the Clinton presidency. Its commitment
and vigorous style mean it will be compelling reading for under-graduate and post-graduate students and scholars in
American social history and American studies, as well as the general reader.
The case for getting back on our feet — now in paperback The humble act of putting one foot in front of the other
transcends age, geography, culture, and class and is one of the most economical and environmentally responsible
modes of transit. Yet with our modern fixation on speed, this healthy pedestrian activity has been largely left behind. At a
personal and professional crossroads, writer, editor, and obsessive walker Dan Rubinstein traveled throughout the U.S.,
U.K., and Canada to walk with people who saw the act not only as a form of transportation and recreation, but also as a
path to a better world. There are no magic-bullet solutions to modern epidemics like obesity, anxiety, alienation, and
climate change. But what if there is a simple way to take a step in the right direction? Combining fascinating reportage,
eye-opening research, and Rubinstein’s own discoveries, Born to Walk explores how far this ancient habit can take us
and how much repair is within range, and guarantees that you’ll never again take walking for granted.
Creating Games offers a comprehensive overview of the technology, content, and mechanics of game design. It
emphasizes the broad view of a games team and teaches you enough about your teammates' areas so that you can
work effectively with them. The authors have included many worksheets and exercises to help get your small indie team
off the ground.
The literature of early modern London, and its contribution to the development of metropolitan culture.
Though the pygmy hippopotamus has been designated as a flagship species of West African forests (meaning that by
raising conservation efforts for a single species, an entire ecological region could benefit), very little research has been
published on the animal. They are solitary, nocturnal, and highly evasive, and until recent developments in "camera trap"
technology, they were considered the least-photographed large mammal species in the world. The information currently
available on this endangered species is scattered, limited, redundant, and often inaccurate, and no major volume exists
as a resource for those interested in the conservation effort for the species, until now. Phillip Robinson and his coauthors
provide a treatment of the natural history, biology, and ecology of the pygmy hippo, along with a discussion of the rare
animal's taxonomic niche and a summary of the research initiatives involving it up to this point. The authors show the
ways in which the pygmy hippo has come into contact with people in West African countries, both in terms of ecological
and cultural impact. This creature has been the subject of local folktales, and is treated as almost mythic in some regions.
Information on issues related to captivity, breeding, and zoos is provided. The book is heavily illustrated with original
photographs and anatomic drawings. The project should be of use to conservation biologists, zoologists and natural
history readers, and will be the definitive single-volume account of an animal that the scientific community has designated
to be ecologically significant to West Africa.
'Everything about this story is astounding' Bryan Appleyard, Sunday Times "Trinity" was the codename for the test explosion of the atomic
bomb in New Mexico on 16 July 1945. Trinity is now also the extraordinary story of the bomb's metaphorical father, Rudolf Peierls; his
intellectual son, the atomic spy, Klaus Fuchs, and the ghosts of the security services in Britain, the USA and USSR. Against the background
of pre-war Nazi Germany, the Second World War and the following Cold War, the book traces how Peierls brought Fuchs into his family and
his laboratory, only to be betrayed. It describes in unprecedented detail how Fuchs became a spy, his motivations and the information he
passed to his Soviet contacts, both in the UK and after he went with Peierls to join the Manhattan Project at Los Alamos in 1944. Frank Close
is himself a distinguished nuclear physicist: uniquely, the book explains the science as well as the spying. Fuchs returned to Britain in August
1946 still undetected and became central to the UK's independent effort to develop nuclear weapons. Close describes the febrile atmosphere
at Harwell, the nuclear physics laboratory near Oxford, where many of the key players were quartered, and the charged relationships which
developed there. He uncovers fresh evidence about the role of the crucial VENONA signals decryptions, and shows how, despite mistakes
made by both MI5 and the FBI, the net gradually closed around Fuchs, building an intolerable pressure which finally cracked him. The Soviet
Union exploded its first nuclear device in August 1949, far earlier than the US or UK expected. In 1951, the US Congressional Committee on
Atomic Espionage concluded, 'Fuchs alone has influenced the safety of more people and accomplished greater damage than any other spy
not only in the history of the United States, but in the history of nations'. This book is the most comprehensive account yet published of these
events, and of the tragic figure at their centre.
Traces the five-hundred year history and wide-ranging influence of the Roman historian's unflattering book about the ancient Germans that
was eventually extolled by the Nazis as a bible.
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of news, nature,
sports, history, fiction, science, comics, and Scouting.
A guide to getting the crucial business case right?every time Showing professionals how to calculate the value of typical budgeting and
funding requests quickly and easily, Making Technology Investments Profitable, Second Edition applies the "Value Realization" process,
using proven strategies that maximize the business payoff from IT projects. Filled with case studies, this innovative book enables managers
to confidently quantify, in a matter of minutes, the true business value of funding a desired project. New edition explains how to proactively
manage the conversion of a business case's value promise to its value realization Includes dozens of new case studies on realizing
maximum value from IT enabled investments from various industries and around the world New checklists and tables A dedicated Web site
containing additional material, case studies, chat rooms, and blogs on the value-realization process The Second Edition provides senior
executives, project managers, and technical staff with new insights on how to get the crucial business case right, while also explaining how to
proactively manage the conversion of the business case's value promise into the value reality of a completed project.
At the forefront in its field, this Handbook examines the theoretical, conceptual, pedagogical and methodological development of media
literacy education and research around the world. Building on traditional media literacy frameworks in critical analysis, evaluation, and
assessment, it incorporates new literacies emerging around connective technologies, mobile platforms, and social networks. A global
perspective rather than a Western-centric point of view is explicitly highlighted, with contributors from all continents, to show the empirical
research being done at the intersection of media, education, and engagement in daily life. Structured around five themes—Educational
Interventions; Safeguarding/Data and Online Privacy; Engagement in Civic Life; Media, Creativity and Production; Digital Media Literacy—the
volume as a whole emphasizes the competencies needed to engage in meaningful participation in digital culture.
Readers asked and Sophronia listened! Be sure to check out the updated editions of this Christian Steam Pulp series! Unified point of view
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and softened dialect should make for a superior steam and gear experience! Tea and mechanicals all around! Ten years make for a mighty
cold trail but Sluefoot Sue still finds a clue on the backtrack that fuels her desperate hunt for the deadliest quarry of all. Sue needs to fire up
the Clockwork Catfish and find allies no one expected if she means to solve the secret of Treasure Island's Black Spot. Having the lifelong
love and respect of husband and family hasn't prepared her for the deadly agenda of women determined to end inequality by savage means.
She suspects a private girls' school goes far beyond teaching social graces. Even this fearless cowgirl dreads the consequences of re-uniting
with a bitter foster child carrying a horrifying grudge. Climb to the Aether on a lunar quest to stop a deadly threat at home -- Just don't count
on making it back.
This map-tastic middle grade story from Andrew Clements gives the phrase “uncharted territory” a whole new meaning! Alton Barnes loves
maps. He’s loved them ever since he was little, and not just for the geography. Because maps contain more information than just locations,
and that’s why he likes to draw them as well as read them. Regular “point A to point B” ones, sure, but also maps that explain a whole lot
more—like what he really thinks about his friends. And teachers. Even the principal. So when Alton’s maps are stolen from his locker, there’s
serious trouble on the horizon…and he’ll need some serious cartographic skills to escape it. From “a genius of gentle, high-concept tales set
in suburban middle schools” (The New York Times), this stand-alone story is off the charts.

High Impact Instruction is a response to the pressing need among school leaders for research-validated, high-leverage
instructional practices that have a significant, positive impact on the way teachers teach and students learn. Author Jim Knight
provides a simple but powerful framework and set of tools for improving classroom management, content planning, instruction, and
assessment. In addition, the book addresses the most effective forms of professional learning that can be used to ensure that
teachers learn the Big Four teaching practices: Instructional Coaching, Partnership Learning, and Intensive Learning Teams.
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and
Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was
a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly.
Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend
for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with
deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve
out a successful life. -- From publisher description.
"The PanGerman Plot Unmasked: Berlin's formidable peace-trap of "the drawn war"" by André Chéradame. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and
non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce
eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
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